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Will, another year has come and gone. As you may know, we the LSR is not having a 

yearly convention due to the NMRA convention in Dallas area. But the good news Houston is 

having one in February of 2024, so look for more information to come forward about this 

convention later. So, let’s talk about the future LSR Convention, hopefully we will have one in 

2025 (plans are in the works). But one of the big problems is no one is stepping up to host 

them. Years back we had a five to a six city in rotation with the special convention to break up 

the rotation. It is slow coming down to two or three in the rotation hoping we can get a host 

group wishing to do a convention.  

So, you have to ask yourself (question to the Board of Directors), do we really need a 

convention? That’s a hard question to answer, some people will automatically said “Yes will do, 

we have been going to them for year or the LSR has been doing them for over 50 years”.  But 

the numbers do not show that the numbers are going down each year. So, let’s look at some 

facts, the LSR in the past thru year have been hosting them in difference parts of the year some 

time in the early, in the middle of the year or in the fall, before school lets out, before prom, 

later or on graduation weekend, on father day weekend, etc.… It’s hard for families to plan to 

come nor is it cost affordable sometimes. I know that you cannot please everyone, but we need 

to find a way to meet in the middle. Or we go back to the question, “do need really need a 

convention”. In the past I would have said “yes we need a year convention”, but now I really do 

not know. I look at the national convention and the number they report their numbers are 

down too, and soon they will be asking “do they need a national convention too”. Use to you go 

to a convention to learn how to do sum thing, or you go to learn how to install DCC decoder, or 

how to build a switch using Fast Trac. Now we have You Tube, someone can go to find whatever 

they are working on now, today, this minute. How does a National, Regional convention 

compete? That’s a good question, I hope someone can answer that question. Soon the Annual 

Convention will be no more, it’s been replaced with Zoom, You Tube, Discord, or more platforms 

that are not in service today. Me, I think convention are still a good idea. 

For a Annual Convention to work we need to pick a particular time of the year and stay 

with that part of the year. This way everyone knows that July 15th is the Annual LSR Convention 

each year or we hold the Annual Convention every two years. Just an idea. The LSR needs more 

cities in the rotation like San Antonio, Brownville, Corpus Christi, Kerrville, New Orleans, 

Monroe, and more. If these cities do not have layout to operate on than have some kick ass 

clinics or photo spots to watch or take photos or trains or museum any thing that will bring the 

membership to that convention in that area. As Chuck Lind always said, “Think outside the Box”. 

Because if we do not start thinking outside the box, someone will come by and close it and 

there will be no more LSR convention.  



I know I was talking to the Board of directors, but you the membership of the Lone Star 

Region. This is your Region, this is your Convention, this is your Divisions, this is your NMRA. Get 

involved with your Division, get involved with the Region, hell just get involved. By you getting 

involved with the organization. You find out that you can do more than what you were think 

that was poseable and who knows you be the next MMR by getting start at you division level. 

Thanks for reading 

Ray Byer 

Lone Star Vice-President. 

 


